Spider senses - technical perfection and biology.
This essay deals with sensory biology in a broad sense. It takes mechanosensory systems of spiders to illustrate a few basic issues. Particular attention is given to two aspects. 1. There is a remarkable "ingenuity" in the uptake and transformation of the adequate stimuli way out in the sensory periphery, which is reflected by an intimate relationship between the physical properties of the stimuli and the characteristics of the structures receiving and transforming them. We need to understand the details of this relationship in order to understand the relationship of an organism to its environment. 2. Sensory systems represent interfaces between the environment and behavior. As highly selective filters they have not evolved to provide abstract knowledge but to guide a particular behavior. The signals sent to the central nervous system are meaningful only in regard to their behavioral significance. - Some details of stimulus transformation in biological strain gauges (slit sensilla), airflow detectors (trichobothria) and touch receptors (tactile hairs) are described. Some of the refinement in the periphery is then meshed with the behavior of the whole organism. In this way the value shall be underlined of trying to understand reductionist details as building blocks of the complexity which enables an organism to behave in its own particular way in its species specific environment.